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Loop practice

Even more vector subscripting

Generalize: what happens when you assign to an element of a vector that does not exist?
Assigning to an element that doesn’t exist extends the length of the vector so that it has
enough elements. Missing elements get the NA value. Assigning to a new name adds one more
element to the vector and gives that element the given name.
character(n), numeric(n), logical(n) are all vectors of length n. Each element is filled
in with the default value for that type: for character, it is the empty string "".

“For” is for counting

Set

words <- c("I", "am", "that", "I", "am")
count <- 0

Now write a for loop that tallies the number of times am occurs in words and stores the
result in count. At the end of the loop, count should be 2:

for (w in words) {
if (w == "am") {

count <- count + 1
}

}

count == 2 # should be TRUE

[1] TRUE

Now rewrite the loop so that this tally is stored not as the sole value of count but as an
element of a vector, accessible by name.
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count <- numeric()
word <- "am"
count[word] <- 0
for (w in words) {

if (w == word) {
count[w] <- count[w] + 1

}
}

count[word] == 2 # should be TRUE

am
TRUE

Since word has the value "am", count[word] is the same as count["am"]. And so, in this
case, is count[w], since we only ever access count[w] when w == word.
Notice the rather strange output of count[word] == 2 at the end. It is a one-element named
logical vector whose single element is TRUE and can be indexed by "am". The name of the left
operand, count[word], has been copied over to the name of the result. This feature is, in
my view, a bit tricky; if the right operand has names, these are silently lost.
When this funny business gets too funny, names can be “stripped” with the unname function:

unname(count[word] == 2)

[1] TRUE

Boundary condition

word <- "am"
if (is.na(count[word])) {

count[word] <- 1
} else {

count[word] <- count[word] + 1
}

count[word] == 3 # should be TRUE

am
TRUE
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word <- "and"
if (is.na(count[word])) {

count[word] <- 1
} else {

count[word] <- count[word] + 1
}

count[word] == 1 # should be TRUE

and
TRUE

Tabulate

count <- numeric() # clear the slate
for (w in words) {

if (is.na(count[w])) {
count[w] <- 1

} else {
count[w] <- count[w] + 1

}
}

all(count[c("I", "am", "that")] == c(2, 2, 1)) # should be TRUE

[1] TRUE

This is not the only conceivable approach. We might have started by running through all the
words in words and setting the corresponding element of count to 0 (initializing them, as
programmers say). Though you might do this with another for loop, we could take advantage
of vector subscripting and get the job done in one line, so that our whole tabulation routine
looks like this:

count <- numeric()
count[words] <- 0
for (w in words) {

count[w] <- count[w] + 1
}

Here we get away with some redundancy, since count[words] <- 0 assigns count["I"]
<- 0 twice; and ditto count["am"] (why?). (One could remove the redundancy by writing
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count[unique(words)] <- 0, but now we really are being silly, and we might as well just
do count <- table(words)). My first suggested solution is the most generalizable one:
many for loops require checking for an edge condition, and they often involve building up a
cumulative value of some kind step by step.

Jockers

Practice 3.1

file_ss <- "austen.txt"
start_text_ss <- "CHAPTER 1"
end_text_ss <- "THE END"
adjust_ss <- c(0, 1) # meaning: stop one line before THE END

if (!file.exists(file_ss)) {
message("File not found: ", file_ss)

} else {
text_ss <- readLines(file_ss)
edges_ss <- c(start=match(start_text_ss, text_ss),

end=max(which(text_ss == end_text_ss))) - adjust_ss
body_ss <- tolower(text_ss[edges_ss["start"]:edges_ss["end"]])
words_ss <- unlist(str_split(body_ss, "\\W+"))
words_ss <- words_ss[words_ss != ""]
counts_ss <- table(words_ss)
freqs_ss <- sort(counts_ss / sum(counts_ss), decreasing=T)

}

Though I mentioned str_c and Jockers uses paste, you don’t need it here (unlist does the
job, for reasons that are explained to you on Homework 4).
Now the plot. We can substitute into Jockers’s magic plotting expression:

plot(freqs_ss[1:10],type="b",
xlab="Top Ten Words", ylab="Percentage of Full Text",
xaxt="n")

axis(1, 1:10, labels=names(freqs_ss[1:10]))
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The expression gives you an idea of the joys that await the user of the plot function. We’re
not going to learn to use it. We’ll take another approach to graphics. Here’s what that might
look like:

freqs_top_ss <- freqs_ss[1:10]
top_words_ss <- data.frame(word=names(freqs_top_ss),

rank=seq_along(freqs_top_ss),
frequency=freqs_top_ss * 100)

ggplot(top_words_ss, aes(x=rank,y=frequency)) +
geom_point() +
geom_text(aes(label=word), vjust=-1) +
geom_line(group=1) +
scale_x_continuous(breaks=1:10) +
scale_y_continuous(name="Frequency per 100", limits=c(0, 4)) +
ggtitle("The most frequent words in Sense and Sensibility")
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Though this may be equally obscure, it is wordier, and eventually that will help us explain
what is going on.
Now we are enjoined to compare this to the same plot for Moby-Dick. For this we need to
once again prepare a word-frequency table for that novel. Just to underline the repetition, I’ll
use variable names that will make you itch for a way to eliminate the nearly-duplicate lines.

file_mb <- "melville.txt"
start_text_mb <- "CHAPTER 1. Loomings."
end_text_mb <- "orphan."
adjust_mb <- c(0, 0) # no THE END to strip, but just for form's sake

if (!file.exists(file_mb)) {
message("File not found: ", file_mb)

} else {
text_mb <- readLines(file_mb)
edges_mb <- c(start=match(start_text_mb, text_mb),

end=max(which(text_mb == end_text_mb))) - adjust_mb
body_mb <- tolower(text_mb[edges_mb["start"]:edges_mb["end"]])
words_mb <- unlist(str_split(body_mb, "\\W+"))
words_mb <- words_mb[words_mb != ""]
counts_mb <- table(words_mb)
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freqs_mb <- sort(counts_mb / sum(counts_mb), decreasing=T)
}

Now we could just print out the other plot, but I’ll show the two plots side by side on a
common scale instead.

freqs_top_mb <- freqs_mb[1:10]
top_words_mb <- data.frame(word=names(freqs_top_mb),

rank=seq_along(freqs_top_mb),
frequency=freqs_top_mb * 100)

top_words_ss$novel <- "Sense and Sensibility"
top_words_mb$novel <- "Moby-Dick"
top_words <- rbind(top_words_ss, top_words_mb)
ggplot(top_words, aes(x=rank,y=frequency)) +

facet_wrap(~ novel) +
geom_point() +
geom_line(aes(group=novel)) +
geom_text(aes(label=word), vjust=-1) +
scale_x_continuous(breaks=1:10) +
scale_y_continuous(name="Frequency per 100",

expand=c(0.2, 0)) +
ggtitle("Most frequent words compared")
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Austen’s novel does not look altogether like our predicted Zipf’s line curve, since to and
the are neck and neck. That’s a bit surprising. Also notable is that even though Sense
and Sensibility does not have a character-bound (“first-person”) narrator, the prevalence of
dialogue makes i rank even higher there than in Moby-Dick.

Practice 3.2

Now we find the combined list of words that occur in the top ten of either novel as follows:

unique(c(names(freqs_top_mb)[1:10], names(freqs_top_ss)[1:10]))

[1] "the" "of" "and" "a" "to" "in" "that" "it" "his" "i"
[11] "her" "was"

See below for a comment on the nature of this operation.

Practice 3.3
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names(freqs_top_ss)[names(freqs_top_ss) %in% names(freqs_top_mb)]

[1] "to" "the" "of" "and" "a" "i" "in" "it"

x[x %in% y] is a very common idiom in R. As always, figure out the meaning of expressions
from the smallest units out to the largest. x %in% y is a logical vector with one Boolean for
each element of x, TRUE if that element is also found in y. When we use this vector as an
index into that same x, we get only the elements of x also found in y. In this case, the x and
y vectors are themselves expressions, the two function invocations names(freqs_top_ss)
and names(freqs_top_mb).
Jockers wants you to write this with which:

names(freqs_top_ss)[which(names(freqs_top_ss) %in% names(freqs_top_mb))]

[1] "to" "the" "of" "and" "a" "i" "in" "it"

These two are equivalent. which turns the logical vector into a vector of numeric indices, but
as a subscript the two perform identical functions. Save the extra seven characters.
Notice that the following yields the same result (but not in the same order):

names(freqs_top_mb)[which(names(freqs_top_mb) %in% names(freqs_top_ss))]

[1] "the" "of" "and" "a" "to" "in" "it" "i"

Why?

Practice 3.4

names(freqs_top_ss)[!(names(freqs_top_ss) %in% names(freqs_top_mb))]

[1] "her" "was"

This is just logical indexing again, making use of our vectorized logical not operator !. Notice
the parentheses. ! higher precedence than %in%, but we want to apply our logical negation
after we evaluate the %in%.
Remark. This was an oblique introduction to using vectors for operations on sets (union,
intersection, and complement). R has no special data type for sets, but we can represent sets
using vectors, ignoring duplicate elements and element order. Thus if z <- unique(c(x,
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y)), then a %in% z is TRUE if either a %in% x is TRUE or a %in% y is TRUE: z is the union
of x and y considered as sets. If z <- x[x %in% y] then z holds elements a that are found
in both x and y: in this case z is the intersection. Finally, if z <- x[!(x %in % y)] then
x holds elements a in x but not in y; it is the complement of x in y or set difference of the
two. In fact R provides handy shortcuts for all these, so that we could have answered the
last three problems:

union(names(freqs_top_ss), names(freqs_top_mb))

[1] "to" "the" "of" "and" "her" "a" "i" "in" "was" "it"
[11] "that" "his"

intersect(names(freqs_top_ss), names(freqs_top_mb))

[1] "to" "the" "of" "and" "a" "i" "in" "it"

setdiff(names(freqs_top_ss), names(freqs_top_mb))

[1] "her" "was"

Extra

1. Fill in values below as directed in the comments:

x <- "Fortinbras"
names1 <- c("Fortinbras", "Rosencrantz", "Gertrude")
names2 <- c("Rosencrantz", "Gertrude", "Claudius")
x %in% names1 # is TRUE

[1] TRUE

x %in% names2 # is FALSE

[1] FALSE

2. Now examine the values of match(x, names1) and match(x, names2). Use your
findings to write a general expression for x %in% y using match. Demonstrate with a
couple of examples.
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match(x, names1)

[1] 1

match(x, names2)

[1] NA

We’ve already introduced match. Here note that if x is not found in y, then match(x, y) is
NA.

## not evaluated: fill in your match expression
x %in% y == !is.na(match(x, y))

Demonstration:

!is.na(match(x, names1))

[1] TRUE

!is.na(match(x, names2))

[1] FALSE

(Incidentally, is.numeric would work in place of !is.na.) This equivalence is the reason
match and %in% share the same R help page (which has always struck me as a bit. . . obscure.)

3. Give an expression for x %in% y in terms of match that is generally valid for x and y
vectors of any length. Demonstrate with a few examples.

Trick question (sorry). Since it turns out match is already vectorized in its first argument,
and both is.na and ! are also vectorized, no change is needed!

x %in% y == !is.na(match(x, y))

x <- c("Fortinbras", "Hamlet")
x %in% names1

[1] TRUE FALSE
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!is.na(match(x, names1))

[1] TRUE FALSE

The point of this was to suggest the way that R is designed with vectorized operations in
mind. If you can figure out the way to do something for one element, it’s often possible to do
the same thing for a whole vector of those elements using an indentical, or very similar, set
of expressions. When that fails, go for the for loop—or some of the variations on it we will
shortly be meeting.
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